SKETCHY
LONDON
Stour Space, 7 Roach Road, Fish Island,
London E3 2PA
Exhibition runs | 9 Aug — 18 Aug 2018
Sketchy Nights | 9, 10 &16 Aug
7:30pm | £8 (£5)

“ A collaboration offering a fresh

perspective on contemporary art
through the fusion of art, theatre
and music “
Charles Cadic | Martin Faure | Melinda Fourn | Cledia Fourniau | Ayse Kipri | Gabriel
Moraes Aquino | Lucy Ralph | Helen Waldburger | Tarryn Williams | Cybi Williams
Sketchy: London is new and unique international event showcasing theatrical responses to art. Over
the ten days, artists working in painting, installation and video, from Central Saint Martins, London
and L’Ecole des Beaux-Arts in Paris will exhibit. These artists are currently some of the most exciting,
award winning new talents.
On selected evenings (Thurs 9 Aug, Fri 10 Aug, Thurs 16 Aug), watch the exhibition spring to life
through the magic of Sketchy Nights, directed by Katherine Moran, as some of London’s finest professional young actors step inside the hilarious and heartbreaking worlds evoked and inspired by
the art. The collaboration sensitively discusses issues surrounding the body, mental health, disability,
identity, origin, materiality and the home.
“What this project endeavours to achieve is to broaden peoples’ perspectives on contemporary art
whilst raising awareness about complicated subjects, starting a conversation. The aim is to bring
together different art forms and artists of all backgrounds and nationalities to create an inventive,
original and inclusive common project, whilst facilitating and acknowledging their talents to a wider audience. To see talented performers interpret and respond to artwork could offer viewers and
even the artists ourselves, a way to see art from new angles. New aspects of our own work may be
brought to the forefront enabling us to see new dimensions, perhaps precipitating exciting new ideas. It is important to exchange ideas and collaborate with people from all different backgrounds and
nationalities. The arts should promote equality, inclusivity and diversity. I truly believe that the more
hands and voices, the more the art has purpose and the ability to inspire” - Lucy Ralph, Curator
For industry complimentary tickets email: sketchylondon@outlook.com
Instagram: @sketchylondon2018

